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Face (Bradley
Cooper) finds time for some much needed R&amp;R.

CHICAGO – This 11-image slideshow features the official press images for Twentieth Century Fox’s “The A-Team” starring Liam Neeson,
Bradley Cooper, Quinton ‘Rampage’ Jackson, Sharlto Copley, Jessica Biel, Patrick Wilson, and Gerald McRaney. It was directed by Joe
Carnahan and will open on June 11th, 2010.

Official Synopsis:

“THE A-TEAM follows the exciting and daring exploits of a colorful team of former Special Forces soldiers who were set up for a crime they did
not commit. Going “rogue,” they utilize their unique talents to try and clear their names and find the true culprit. Liam Neeson (“Taken”),
Bradley Cooper (“The Hangover”), mixed martial arts champ Quinton “Rampage” Jackson, and “District 9” sensation Sharlto Copley, are
“The A-Team.””

You can click “Next” and “Previous” to scan through this slideshow or jump directly to individual photos with the captioned links below.
Photos credited to Doug Curran and Fox (except for the final picture, which is credited to Michael Muller.

TheATeam_01 [16]: Face (Bradley Cooper) remains defiant, despite his imprisonment in stack of tires.
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TheATeam_02 [17]: Face (Bradley Cooper) finds time for some much needed R&R.

TheATeam_03 [15]: Bradley Cooper portrays Face, a master con man who also happens to be a very capable Special Forces officer.

TheATeam_04 [18]: Top mixed martial artist Quinton “Rampage” Jackson portrays B.A. Baracus, the A-Team’s “muscle.”

TheATeam_05 [19]: Jessica Biel portrays Charissa Sosa, whose pursuit of the A-Team (including her “ex,” Face) has unexpected
consequences.

TheATeam_06 [20]: Face (Bradley Cooper, left) and Hannibal (Liam Neeson) plot their next move during their climactic showdown with their
enemies.

TheATeam_07 [21]: Face (Bradley Cooper), Murdock (Sharlto Copley), Hannibal (Liam Neeson) and B.A.(Quinton “Rampage” Jackson) make
sure their plan comes together.

TheATeam_08 [22]: Face (Bradley Cooper), Murdock (Sharlto Copley), Hannibal (Liam Neeson) and B.A.(Quinton “Rampage” Jackson) race
into action.

TheATeam_09 [23]: The A-Team’s new mission, pitting them against powerful forces that set up the Team for a crime not of its doing,
requires Hannibal (Liam Neeson, left), B.A.(Quinton “Rampage” Jackson), Murdock (Sharlto Copley) and Face (Bradley Cooper) to make
intricate - if not impossible - plans.

TheATeam_10 [24]: Co-writer/director Joe Carnahan reviews a scene with Liam Neeson on the set of The A-Team.

TheATeam_11 [25]: Bradley Cooper as Templeton “Face” Peck; UFC light heavyweight Quinton “Rampage” Jackson as B.A. Baracas; Sharlto
Copley as H.M.“Howling Mad” Murdock; and Liam Neeson as Col Hannibal Smith.
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